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Topping: Zane Grey in Zion: An Examination of His Supposed Anti-Mormonism

zane grey in zion an examination of
his supposed anti mormonism
gary topping

zane grey has been singularly unfortunate in his treatment by
the literary critics from the time his books began to hit the best
seller lists critics have persistently attacked his purple prose his
overly romanticized
romanticizes views of the west his one dimensional characters and his formulaic plots consequently greys novels survive
in academic and literary circles as epitomes of subliterary fantasy
unworthy of serious attention unhappy with that stereotype of a
supposed creator of stereotypes literary historians have recently reopened the case of zane grey vs the critics their findings have
not been uncritical but they generally show that a serious reading
of greys novels simply will not support the older hostile views 2
not all scholars have accepted this new evaluation of grey
among those who have not are leonard J arrington and jon
ion
manichaean
Mani chean world of greys riders of the
haupt who dissect the manichean
purple sage in an attempt to demonstrate a basic hostility on
cormons
greys part to the mormons
Mor mons 53 what they carelessly identify as
manichaean
Mani
chean in the novel is an alleged moral dualism between the
manichean
mormon community which is thoroughly evil and the individualistic
ua listic gunman lassiter who is thoroughly good grey thus presents the reader in their view with only two extreme alternatives
the totalitarian community composed of thousands of dupes and
invivid
dudes and their handful of unscrupulous leaders or the individ
1
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documentation for that unhappy relationship is abundant perusal of book renew
the appearance of riders of the purple sage in 1912 can provide a multitude of hostile reviews espe
cially
bially among the elite literary journals A summary of unfair criticisms is given in T K whipple
frustra
29 greys own flustra
ap 19
study out the land berkeley university of california press 1943 pp
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eions
tions are best seen in an unpublished essay my answer to the critics at zane grey inc pasadena california and in a few brief conversations with hamlin garland in hamlin
hamin garlands diaries
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13941
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malism
ualism of lassiter whose only law is his guns and who refuses
even to be married because a man and wife form a little

community

4

arrington and haupt make three points about greys treatmormons
Mor mons the first is explicit riders of the purple
ment of the cormons

sage is literarily
litera rily simplistic the other two seem to be strongly imcormons and mormon gentile relations
plied greys view of the mormons
is historically inaccurate and grey himself was hostile to the mor
mons 5 although historical veracity is not in itself a valid criterion
for literary criticism except where the work also claims to be accurate history 6 it does seem to be worth noting since arrington
cormons are
and haupt raise the point that greys views of the mormons
not nearly so simplistic hostile or historically inaccurate as they
maintain the point of this essay is that a careful rereading of
riders of the purple sage and an examination of other evidence on

cormons calls for considerable revision of
greys treatment of the mormons
those conclusions 7
of course riders of the purple sage as arrington and haupt
point out at some length fairly drips with anti mormon rhetoric
and one could search for some time in western literature before
finding more despicable villains than the mormon leaders tull and
dyer but reasoning from that to the conclusion that grey was
cormons or even that the basic idea of riders
basically hostile to mormons
of the purple sage is the conflict between community oriented mor
mons and the individualistic gunman presents some serious problems
the first problem is that grey is on record in several instances
cormons
as being an ardent admirer of mormons
Mor mons among the
tie first westtle
erners grey met were mormon cowboys who worked for col C
J buffalo jones praises of their capabilities are scattered
bid p 20
ebid
ibid
zanc grey although it seems obvious that arrington
these ideas are popular stereotypes of banc
and haupt have based their mistaken explication of riders of the purple sage on these stereotypes
that does not affect the validity of my argument my goal is not
thai
the validity of my assumption of thao
the refutation of their article but of the more general stereotypes they seem to accept
sce
sec
see don D walker the rise and fall of barney tullus western american literature 3
sec
summer 1968
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arc litera
11I still believe greys mormon novels are
sons arrington and haupt propose mormonism as other historical topics presents peculiar literary
problems that perhaps make it an unwise choice for an aspiring writer for examinations of those
problems see don D walker the mountain man as literary hero western american literature
1
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through the books he wrote about his expeditions with jones and
cormons
Mor mons jim emmett impressed him so much that
one of the mormons
he later wrote an article about emmett entitled the man who
zane grey
influenced me most
see graham st john stott
and james simpson emmett this issue romer grey greys eldest son who accompanied his father on many trips through mormon country scoffed at the idea that his father intended any ill
will toward mormons
cormons
Mor mons greys supposedly anti mormon novels
merely illustrate he said that grey knew a good story when he
saw it

8

in his correspondence grey was enthusiastic in his admiration
cormons
of the mormons
Mor mons preparing for his 1911 trip to utah during
which he did the research for riders of the purple sage he told
mormon guide david dexter rust that 1 I shall not write anymormons that would hurt anybodys
anybodyd feelings I1
thing about the cormons
simply want to tell of the wonder and beauty of their desert
1I see them as a wonderful people and so 1I
struggle as 1I see it
shall write of them grey was careful to dissociate himself from
the anti mormon writers of whom he was aware if you could
read what is being written now in three magazines about the
mormons you would be pleased with my point of view ironicalcormons
ly since riders of the purple sage was to make him a rich man
grey argued that his insistence on writing favorably about the
mormons was keeping him poor As 1I will not make any concormons
mormons
Mor mons ill have to pay my
tract with a magazine to roast the cormons
expenses for the 1911 trip out of my own pocket if I1 wanted
to make any such contract 1I should get 2500 tomorrow for a
trip 9
the second problem is that grey wrote pro mormon novels as
well as anti mormon ones and each of his novels that deals with

on greys

experiences with buffalo jones see frank gruber zane grey A biography 1970 re
68 77 the books grey wrote about that trip ined new york signet books 1971 pp
in
ap 6877
print cd
plainsmen
men new york outing publishing co 1908 and roping lions in
Plains
clude
elude the last of the plainsman
in the
grand canyon new york harper & brothers 1922 also relevant is the article nonnezoshe
nonnczoshe in
3 17 the article on emmett is in
pp 317
tales of lonely trails new york harper & brothers 1922 ap
55 my discussion with the late romer grey about the is
isamerican magazine august 1926 ap
pp 52
5255
anti
ann mormonism occurred in pasadena california 3 february 1975
sue of greys antl
zane grey to david dexter rust 4 december 1910 2 and 15 january and 15 february 1911

folder 7 david dexter rust collection church archives historical department of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints also interesting but less important is a letter in which
he tells of a utah trip in 1929 1 1I saw blue valley a deserted mormon settlement remarkable in its
irs
zant
his editors 5 november 1929 zane
isolation and most inspiring grey to henry and bill
grey collection brigham young university library
box

4
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mormon life at all contains good mormons
cormons
Mor mons 10 the heritage of the
desert greys first actual western novel is largely the story of the
patriarchal mormon august naab who was inspired by the real
life mormon jim emmett naab is the hero and the mormon
community he dominates is an island of civilization and security
in a sea of anarchy created by gunfighters
gun fighters and rustlers one of the
villains in that story is naabs
laabs own son snap who is a rebel
against the civilized ideals of the mormon community the man
of the forest uses four mormon brothers as secondary characters
who help the hero defeat a kidnap attempt
even in the seemingly most harshly anti mormon novels grey
uses good mormon characters in riders of the purple sage it is
hersteen she remains in her own eyes at least a true
withersteen
jane Wit
mormon to the end even though she acquires a higher conscience
that forces her to resist the mormon hierarchy in the sequel the
rainbow trail the cowboy joe lake based on the real life cowboy
joe lee of nonnezoshe
represents a younger generation of
mormons who reject polygamy and the harsh authoritarianism of
cormons
the older generation lake is one who helps rescue the non
mormon girl fay larkin from the mormon village of plural wives
finally the community vs isolation formula seems to do scant
justice to the complexity of the lassiter character lassiter in fact
is the first in a series of greys gunfighters
gun fighters who by the moral
complexity of their situation can provide little support for the
idea of manichaean
Mani
chean moral dualism in greys fiction lassiter is a
manichean
basically good man whom society has driven to a rampage of revenge he thus exhibits both good and evil qualities his social remormons who
lations are normal with everyone but the lustful cormons
kidnapped and ruined his sister Las
siters paradoxical moral comlassiters
position puzzles jane withersteen
Wit hersteen
good and evil began to seem incomprehensibly blended in her judgment it was her belief that evil could not come forth from good
yet here was a murderer who dwarfed in gentleness
love any man she had ever known

patience

and

furthermore it is difficult to see lassiter as a nemesis of the
idea of community in general he is merely the enemy of commu
comma
maln
main mormon novels include the heritage of the desert new york harper & brothed new york
ers 1910 riders of the purple sage new york harper & brothers 1912 reprint cd
walter J black nd the rainbow trail new york harper & brothers 1915 paperback reprint
cd new york pocket books 1961 of less importance is the man of the forest new york harper & brothers 1920 several other grey novels contain mormon characters in inconspicuous roles
grey riders of the purple sage p 138

greys
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anity
nity constructed according to wrong principles in fact lassiter appears much more strongly in the novel as a harbinger of commuussiker tells withersteen
ussiter
nity than as a destroyer lassiter
Wit hersteen at one point
that he conceives his role to be that of a destroyer of those who
hinder the development of civilization in the west prophesying
that some day the borderll
borderll be better cleaner for the ways of
lassiter may be a bit melodramatic but he is
men like lassiter 12 12ussiter
neither incorruptible nor isolated
no one least of all zane grey himself ever claimed that his
portrayal of southern utah in the 1870s was sociologically accuMel
melvillee
villes white whale
rate any more than one would claim that melvilles
is zoologically accurate the purpose of literature after all is to
heighten to generalize and to intensify in order to achieve truth
at another level than mere sociology or zoology 13 the truth grey
achieves in his mormon novels is to be found in his dramatization
of the kind of psychology that existed in many small nearly all
mormon communities when faced with gentile incursions to the
gentile it was all too easy to see in every zealous bishop an incipient tull or dyer to the mormon it was all too easy to see in
every scoffing gentile a threat to a divinely ordained social order
having written the heritage of the desert to explore the literary
possibilities of the theme of brotherly love cutting across creedal
boundaries 14 grey turned in riders of the purple sage to the inverse possibility the bloody consequences of intolerance on both
is black and white a
sides if greys pristine world
then
world of absolutes 15 a view that 1I have shown must be partly
qualified it is because southern utah in the 1870s was in the
cormons and gentiles alike a world of absolutes
minds of many mormons
the notable fact about riders of the purple sage is not that
grey emphasizes the intolerant social attitudes of the region but
that he points out that moderate partisans on both sides have reasonable complaints and that he shows little sympathy for extremists on either side the mormon moderate jane withersteen
Wit hersteen is
just as exasperated by the simplistic gentile solution represented by
ibid
bid p 272

121

Arist otles description of the relationcritics like arrington and haupt seem to have forgotten aristotles
ship of literature to reality as expressed in his classic distinction between poetry literature and history the poets function is to describe not the thing that has happened but a kind of thing that
might happen ie what is possible as being probable or necessary the distinction between historian
and poet is
that the one describes the thing that has been and the other a kind of thing that
might be poetics 9
14that
that possibility was also rooted in sociological reality in fact as 1I have shown it was based
cormons
on greys own experience with mormons
15
15arrington
Arrington and haupt community and isolation p 20
arlington
3
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Las
siters guns as she is by the simplistic mormon response reprelassiters
sented by elder tulis whip if the gentiles lassiter and venters
are driven to become gun
fighters by mormon violence and intolergunflghters
gunfighters
cormons were first driven to it
ance withersteen
Wit hersteen points out that mormons
by gentile incursions and threats to the mormon way of life
the men of my creed are unnaturally cruel to my everlasting sorrow I1 confess it they have been driven hated scourger
sco
scourged
urged till their
hearts have hardened but we women hope and pray for the time
when our men will soften 16

are we to understand greys conception of mormonism first I1 think it is important to note that he had no profound knowledge of mormon history theology or social life and

how then

cormons
did not intend to write the ultimate mormon novel mormons
were only one group among many denizens of the west that ingrey and the ideas of polygamy and authoritarian governterested
te
ment seemed to present good material for a raging western story 17 greys own copy of the book of mormon shows none of his
characteristic marginalia found in books that impressed him greatly

18

finally the only attempt at a concise account of mormon history and theology in his novels evidently put forth in all seriousness is extremely simplistic and inaccurate
the first mormon said god spoke to him and told him to go to a
certain place and dig he went there and found the book of mormon it said follow me marry many wives go into the desert and
multiply send your sons out into the world and bring us young women many young women and when the first mormon became
strong with many followers he said again give to me part of your
labor of your cattle and sheep of your silver that 1I may build me
great cathedrals for you to worship in and 1I will commune with
god and make it right and good that you have more wives
that is mormonism 19

secondly greys views of mormonism were largely determined
by his own religion which joseph L wheeler points out was a

grey
16grey riders

see also p 3 where grey traces the mormon gentile
sec
gentilc conflict back to the invasion of gentile settlers and the forays of rustlers
grey wrote to his literary agent near the beginning of the serles
series of mormon novels that 1 I am
write but I1 havent any great desire to write another lion stofeeling fresh and full and want to wntc
cormons
Mormons and their relary
wntc a big novel and fill it with the desert the mormons
id much rather write
tions as cited in kenneth W scott in the heritage of the desert zane grey discovers the
february 197011
west markham review 2 2fcbruary
1970 11
181t
it is in the possession of zane grey inc pasadena california
aggrey
ggrey the rainbow trail pp
grey
ap 11516
115 16
of the purple sage p

13
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strange combination of christianity pantheism deism oriental
religions and evolutionism eventually wheeler adds grey included other elements as well
indian especially navajo nature
worship spiritualism emile coue and his self help raise yourself
by your own bootstraps philosophy psychology christian science
and various other assorted mystical and practical isms
iams or
olologies
wheeler also quotes a diary entry in which grey sets
logics
ogles
ogies
forth the general nature of his creed
the religion which 1I
would like to follow is embodied in the rule do unto others as
you would have others do unto you be unselfish give as you receive let others live 20
in such a religion creeds and ecclesiastical organizations are irrelevant or obstructive mormonism with its elaborate theology
and ecclesiastical hierarchy seemed to grey to be more of a hindrance than a help toward a vital religious life in riders of the
purple sage the only promising alternative to the vicious intolercormons and gentiles is found in the friendship beance between mormons
tween little fay larkins mother and jane withersteen
Wit hersteen it is the
only real meeting of the minds across the ecclesiastical barrier and
occurs because of the lack in both participants of a zealous sectarian ism when withersteen
tarianism
Wit hersteen agrees to take fay and raise her in a
mormon home but without instruction in mormon doctrine fays
mother indicates that a genuine mormon gentile reconciliation has
taken place because youre a mormon 1I never felt close to you
till now 1I dont know much about religion as religion but your
god and my god are the same 21 when lassiter withersteen
Wit hersteen
and fay larkin are isolated in the new eden of surprise valley at
the end of the novel the family thus created a gentile father a
mormon mother and a creedless child symbolize greys hope of
reconciliation 22 in the rainbow trail fays life develops the symbolism even more nicknamed the sago lily she flits about
surefootcd
surefooted
footed as a deer a
among the crags and crevasses as wild and sure
truly transcendental child of nature

wheeler zane greys impact on american life and letters p 321 the diary entry is dated
9 september 1906
agrey
grey riders of the purple sage p 79
2grey
my improvised terminology here is an attempt to approximate greys thought rather than ac22my
cormons would be
cepted mormon usage according to which both lassiter and larkin as non mormons
andi
called gentiles I1 call lassiter a gentile because although grey does not say so his anti
antl mor
cormons did to his
monism could have been partly rooted in a creed of his own besides what the mormons
sister I1 call fay larkin a non mormon to emphasize her creedlessness of which grey makes a
strong point
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greys creedless transcendentalism provides a key for explaining
other things as well his mormon characters generally fit one of
mormons
Mormons who are generally dogmatic autwo types the urban cormons
thori tarian polygamous and unscrupulous and the rural transcenthoritarian
mormons
Mor mons who live close to nature and are thus less interdental cormons
ested in mormon or any other theology and live apart from the
church hierarchy tull and dyer of riders of the purple sage fit the
first group august naab of the heritage of the desert in spite of
his zealous polygamy and the beeman brothers of the man of the
forest fit the second to a certain degree then the community vs
isolation dichotomy does help to explain greys mormon novels
mormons themselves rather than
but the division is among the cormons
between mormon and gentile
there is a temptation when criticizing popular literature to let
melodrama obscure complexity we tend to allow our experience
with dime novels and other extremely formulaic literature to blind
us to the possibilities of variation intellectual subtlety and literary
complexity in all popular novels zane greys novels are no exception lassiter as the prototype of more recent literary gunfighters
gun fighters
and tull and dyer as obvious extensions of older gentile conmormons
Mormons tempt us to see in them no more than
ceptions of cormons
manifestations of those stereotypes but grey for all the shallowcormons and mormonism was no
ness of his understanding of mormons
mindless dualist who saw community or isolation as the only possible alternatives instead he was an imaginative writer who saw
even if he did not fully develop a potentially great theme in the
cormons
mormon gentile encounter in his novels about the mormons
Mor mons he
tried to explore as thoroughly as his limited skill allowed the literary possibilities in that theme thus it seems unfair merely because he used a few mormon villains to try to force him into the
nineteenth century tradition of anti mormon polemical writers 2523
grey is perhaps better understood as standing however ambiguously at the beginning of a new tradition of objective even
cormons that has culminated in
sympathetic writing about the mormons
the works of writers like thomas F odea and wallace stegner 24

tradition is set forth in an earlier arrington
Arrin gron and haupt article intolerable zion the
ardin
arringgon
arringron
image of mormonism in nineteenth century american literature western humanities review 22
summer 196824360
60
1968243
sec thomas F odea the mormons
see
cormons chicago university of chicago press 1957 and wallsce
see
ace stegner mormon country new york bonanza books 1942 and the gathering of zion new

that
25that

york mcgraw hill 1964
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